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ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL UPDATE – semi-monthly; the most current information on how administrative assistants can improve their job performance, in a fast-read format, twice a month.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE – monthly; reports on research in the field of occupational medicine. Online access only.


ANNALS OF PHYSICAL AND REHABILITATION MEDICINE – 9 times per year; update on clinical, diagnostic, or fundamental research applied to re-education and rehabilitation medicine. Online access only.

APPLIED ERGONOMICS – bi-monthly; a journal of the technology of relations with machines, environment, and work systems. Online access only.

ARCHIVES OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION – monthly; publishes original, peer-reviewed research and clinical reports on important trends and developments in physical medicine and rehabilitation and related fields. Online access only.

ASHRAE JOURNAL – monthly; magazine of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers

AT WORK – quarterly; newsletter of the Institute for Work & Health in Ontario Canada whose mission is to conduct and share research that protects and improves the health of working people.

BACK LETTER (THE) – monthly; newsletter delivers the in-depth information you need to stay up-to-date on the diagnosis and treatment of spinal problems and back pain.

BEST’S REVIEW – monthly; business magazine for the property & casualty / life & health insurance industry.

BUSINESS INSURANCE – weekly; news magazine written for corporate risk, employee benefits, and financial executives.

CASE MANAGEMENT ADVISOR – monthly; provides the latest news and advice for the case management industry.

CHIROCODE HOT TOPICS - monthly; dedicated to helping chiropractors be more successful by providing a better understanding of current coding, reimbursement and compliance issues.
CLAIMS – monthly; covering the business of loss; published by National Underwriter

COLUMBUS C.E.O. – monthly; offers coverage of central Ohio’s financial arena with a blend of business-related articles, profiles of movers and shakers and in-depth reporting of local trends.

COMMUNICATION BRIEFINGS – monthly; provides down-to-earth communication ideas and techniques that can be put into action to persuade clients, influence peers, and motivate employees.

CONNING’S INDUSTRY INSIGHT...WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE – 2 times per year; reports on key issues and developments in the market, including market constituents, market forces, products and product features, financial results and future outlook for workers’ compensation insurers.

CONSTRUCTION REGULATORY UPDATE – monthly; news of OSHA, EPA, and DOT activity

CPT ASSISTANT – monthly; designed to provide accurate, up-to-date coding information.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT – quarterly; focusing on customer satisfaction and retention.

DIABETES FORECAST – monthly; relevant topics in diabetes care including: exercise tips, recipes, shoppers guide, and research.

DIGITAL FORENSICS MAGAZINE – quarterly; features and news magazine from the world of computer and cyber crime and digital forensics. Print and online access.

DISABILITY COMPLIANCE BULLETIN – 20 issues/year; covers the latest news and developments on the ADA, FMLA and Rehabilitation Act and state disability discrimination statutes.

EHS TODAY – (formerly: Occupational Hazards) – monthly; the magazine for environment, health and safety leaders

ECONOMIST (THE) – weekly; authoritative weekly newspaper focusing on international politics and business news and opinion.

ERGONOMICS – monthly; an international journal of research and practice in human factors and ergonomics.

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP – monthly; this monthly briefing shows you how to become a better leader.

FAMILY SAFETY & HEALTH – quarterly; a safety and wellness magazine published by the National Safety Council.

FAST COMPANY – monthly; chronicles how changing companies create and compete; highlights new business practices; showcase teams and individuals who are inventing the future and reinventing business.

FIRE ENGINEERING – monthly; provides current information on fire fighting, including topics on hazardous materials, training, equipment, coming events, and fire prevention.

FORBES – bi weekly; interesting and in-depth items about a wide variety of subjects; the leader in business publishing, this magazine has been guiding investors, managers, and business owners with great success; geared to help make the right decisions in business

FORTUNE – bi-weekly; one of the most widely recognized rankings of businesses; offers practical strategies and direction with expert advice.

FUTURIST (The) – bi-monthly; publishes articles and reports dealing with significant social and technological trends and informed forecasts about where they may lead.
GOVERNING – monthly; the magazine of states and localities.

THE GUIDES NEWSLETTER – bi-monthly; American Medical Association. Expert advice, practical information, and current trends on impairment evaluation (to be used in conjunction with the *AMA Guides to Permanent Impairment*).

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW – bi-monthly; a journal for professional managers.

HR MAGAZINE – monthly; journal of the Society for Human Resource Management covers news and articles of interest to human resource professionals.

HUMAN FACTORS AND ERGONOMICS IN MANUFACTURING & SERVICE INDUSTRIES – bi-monthly; emphasizes the complete life of an enterprise, from production and manufacturing to service function.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ERGONOMICS – monthly; covers all aspects of industrial and occupational ergonomics, including human productivity, work-station design, musculoskeletal injuries, stress and fatigue, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (JAMA) – weekly; forum for open and responsible discussion of matters relevant to the field of medicine.

JOURNAL OF APPLIED REHABILITATION COUNSELING (JARC) – quarterly; journal of opinion and research in professional rehabilitation, addressing the needs of individuals employed in a variety of work settings and with wide ranging professional interests.

JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY – bimonthly; focuses on news, information, and ideas relating to issues and advances in chemical health and safety. *Online access only.*

JOURNAL OF HEAD TRAUMA REHABILITATION – quarterly; presents clinically relevant information on clinical management and rehabilitation of the head injured.

JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE – monthly; a peer reviewed journal devoted to enhancing the knowledge and practice of occupational and environmental hygiene and safety by widely disseminating research articles and applied studies of the highest quality.

JOURNAL OF OCCUPATIONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE – monthly; presents research papers on all aspects of occupational medicine.

JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION – quarterly; feature stories, research papers, and consumer briefs on the rehabilitation and well-being of persons with disabilities.

JOURNAL OF REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION – two times/year; publishes theoretical papers, applied research studies, and practice reports designed to improve the practice of administration, management and supervision in a wide variety of rehabilitation settings.

JOURNAL OF SAFETY RESEARCH – quarterly; an interdisciplinary publication that provides for the change of ideas and data developed through research experience in all areas of safety including traffic, industry, farm, home, school, and public.

LEADER TO LEADER – quarterly; a publication of the Drucker Foundation to lead social sector organizations toward excellence in performance.

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE – monthly/electronic; to provide personal and organizational leadership based on constructive values, sound ethics, and timeless principles. *Electronic distribution.*

MAC WORLD – monthly; features Macintosh product reviews and buying advice, instruction how-to articles, and news and opinion about Apple Computer and the Mac; an independent journal not affiliated with Apple, Inc.
MATERIAL HANDLING AND LOGISTICS – monthly; covers all aspects of warehouse management and materials handling, including industrial trucks, automation, and conveyors.

MAYO CLINIC HEALTH LETTER – monthly; provides reliable, timely information on issues relating to good health; published by the Mayo Foundation.

MEDLINEPLUS THE MAGAZINE – quarterly; health information from the National Institutes of Health

METAL FORMING – monthly; a publication of the Precision Metalforming Association, an international organization servicing the sheet metal industry.

MORBIDITY & MORTALITY WEEKLY REPORT – weekly/electronic; includes cases, outbreaks, environmental hazards, state public health statistics, and other health problems in the United States; prepared by the Centers for Disease Control. Online access only.

MYSAFETY – quarterly; a publication for workers by workers (Eric Giguere, publisher)

PROPERTY CASUALTY 360 – monthly; insurance industry newspaper covering property and casualty. (formerly National Underwriter Property & Casualty)

NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE – weekly; published by the Massachusetts Medical Society.

NFPA JOURNAL – bi-monthly; the source for fire, electrical, building, & life safety information.

NURSING 2013 – monthly; informative articles related to the nursing field

NUTRITION ACTION HEALTH LETTER - 10 times/year; offers objective data on nutrition and health issues

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY – monthly; reports on current activities in occupational safety and health.


OFFICE PRO – seven times per year; the magazine of ideas, strategies, and technology for today’s office professionals.

OHIO EMPLOYMENT LAW LETTER – monthly; a newsletter that provides information about current developments in Ohio employment law. Electronic distribution.

OHIO WORKERS COMPENSATION BULLETIN – monthly; published by Stewart Jaffy & Associates.

OSHA SAFETY TRAINING NEWSLETTER – monthly; offers ideas and advice to improve safety training techniques, make programs more successful, and meet OSHA requirements

OSHA UP TO DATE (NSC) – monthly; provides insight and analysis on the government’s regulation and enforcement of workplace safety

PM NETWORK – monthly; making project management indispensable for business results

PREVENTION – monthly; smart ways to live well.

PROFESSIONAL SAFETY – monthly; news and feature articles presented for the safety professional.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT JOURNAL – monthly; the professional research journal of the Project Management Institute. Online access only.
REHABILITATION COUNSELING BULLETIN – 5/year; concerns of theory and practice of rehabilitation counseling and exploring innovations in the field of rehabilitation.

REHABILITATION NURSING – bi-monthly; informative articles in the rehabilitation nursing field.

SAFETY AND HEALTH (NSC) – monthly; magazine covers current events in occupational safety and health.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE ALERT – biweekly; offers real-world examples of what other companies are doing to improve safety in the workplace, stay in compliance and limit liability to employers.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT TODAY – monthly; provides current, practical safety management information for supervisors and managers responsible for safety.

SAFETY SCIENCE – monthly; serves as an international medium for research in the science and technology of human safety.

SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF WORK, ENVIRONMENT, & HEALTH – bi-monthly; a multidisciplinary publication concerned with research on the interaction of work and health.

SMART BUSINESS - monthly; a management journal providing insight and advice for top decision makers. Feature articles include management strategies of CEOs of leading local companies and partnering with leading service providers to deliver expert advice to the senior management audience.

SUCCESS – monthly; designed to inspire and guide motivated business people to lead truly successful lives.

SYNERGIST – monthly; membership newsletter from the American Industrial Hygiene Association.

TODAY’S SUPERVISOR – monthly; National Safety Council

TRAFFIC SAFETY – bi-monthly; the newsletter for promoting safer roadways.

TRAINING – monthly; to recognize and service the special needs of training professionals and managers responsible for developing their organizations’ human resources.

UC BERKELEY WELLNESS LETTER – monthly; translates this leading-edge research into practical advice for daily living—at home, at work, while exercising, and in the market or health-food store.

U.S. PHARMACIST – monthly; focuses on pharmaceutical activities in the U.S.

WELDING JOURNAL – monthly; published by the American Welding Society to advance the science, technology and application of welding.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT PERSONNEL PROBLEMS IN OHIO – monthly; addresses issues specific to the state of Ohio.

WIRED - monthly; delivers the intelligence you need on the future of topics that matter most: technology and innovation; business and new media; science and medicine; arts and culture.

WORKERS COMP BOTTOM LINE – monthly; up-to-the-minute expert advice in this information-packed monthly publication informs you of all new cost-cutting techniques as they emerge.

WORKERS COMPENSATION JOURNAL OF OHIO (WCJO) – bi-monthly; newsletter on workers compensation law in Ohio; current issues, news, and court opinions.

WORKERS COMPENSATION LAW BULLETIN – weekly; bi-weekly; these two newsletters summarize important workers compensation court decisions in the U.S.
WORKERS COMPENSATION OUTLOOK – monthly; designed to provide authoritative information in regard to workers compensation.

WORKERS COMPENSATION REPORT – bi-weekly; provides a comprehensive review of workers compensation issues.

WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY – monthly; official publication of the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses, Inc. promoting environments conductive to well-being and productivity

WORKPLACE SAFETY ADVISOR – monthly; covers current issues in the area of environmental and occupational safety and health. (formerly: Keller’s Industrial Safety Report)

THE WORKPLACE VIOLENCE PREVENTION E-REPORT – quarterly; dedicated to helping you eliminate violence in your workplace.